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The wines are in ! Come on down!The wines are in ! Come on down!

April White: April White: Bloomer Creek Vineyard, Tanzen Dame Dry
Gewu ̈rztraminer (2013)

 
  
Age of Vines:Age of Vines: 15-20 years

Vinification Method:Vinification Method: Grapes are manually harvested, and

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=00131CDGsmLJqwosDgpSkP8MA%3D%3D&ch=&ca=6c1563e9-05bc-4f00-acd1-b09206096bef


destemmed. The juice sits on the skins for about 48 hours and then
they are fermented in 55 gallon stainless steel tanks for about 7
months at ambient cellar temperature (50- 60 degrees). The wine
is unfined and unfiltered. 

About the producer:About the producer:

Bloomer Creek is a true pioneer in natural winemaking in New
York State, more specifically in the Finger Lakes Region. If you so
much as mention working organically to New York winemakers,
you will hear again and again that is an impossible feat, much as
the first natural winemakers in the Loire valley and Burgundy
heard from their peers. In spite of this, Kim Engle and Debra
Bermingham have been crafting beautiful examples of natural wine
anyway. They do not use insecticides, finding them to be
unnecessary in a healthy vineyard, and herbicides have not been
used in over 20 years. Fungus disease is controlled by the use of
sulfur for powdery mildew and copper for downy mildew.
Seaweed/fish and compost formulations are sprayed to aid in
disease resistance and vine health.

Harvest is done by hand and winemaking methods are what they
consider traditional. Fermentation is with ambient or "wild" yeast.
There is considerable use of stems in fermentation especially with
red wine, but to a lesser extent with white wine as well. All
fermentations are done in small lots which are later blended.
Fermentations tend to be very slow. Malo-lactic, or secondary
fermentation, is often completed during the summer following
harvest, and therefore lees contact is extended. Lees are not stirred.
Most wines are fermented dry and are not fined or filtered. These
practices lead to the production of distinctive and long lasting
wines.

Bloomer Creek works with two distinct vineyard sites- Auten and
Morehouse Road. They bottle wines separately from the two sites to
showcase the distinctive terroir of each. Auten Vineyard was



planted over 20 years ago and Morehouse Road Vineyard was first
planted in 1999. Small blocks of Riesling, Cabernet Franc, Pinot
Noir and Gewurztraminer are found in both vineyards. Auten
Vineyard additionally includes a small planting of Gruner Veltliner
and Morehouse Road Vineyard has a block of Chardonnay. The soil
type is Lima, a fertile silt loam naturally high in lime. It runs deep
with shallower sections occurring over shale outcroppings. There are
also areas of heavy clay that reduce vigor and hasten ripening. The
land slopes gently eastward toward the west shore of Cayuga Lake.
The row orientation in Auten Vineyard is north-south and vines
receive sunlight on both east and west sides of the trellis. Rows are
oriented east-west in Morehouse Road Vineyard so vines receive
sunlight primarily on the south side of the trellis while the north
side remains in shadow.

Practicing Organic. 

******

April Red: April Red:  Dufaitre, Premices (2016)  

 



Varietals:Varietals:  Gamay

Age of VinesAge of Vines: 50-70 years old.

Vinification Method:Vinification Method: The Prémices a parcel of Beaujolais-Villages
vines and the grapes are fermented and aged in concrete tanks,
with a very short maceration. This is an easy drinking light style of
wine. The flower bud on the label represents that this wine is the
first flowery taste of the new vintage.

Tasting Note:Tasting Note: The Prémices is easy drinking and lighter than the
Brouilly and Cotes de Brouilly, but it is anything but a simple wine.
The lightness and elegance of this wine is balanced with a healthy
dose of minerality and complexity that make this one for serious
gamay drinkers. 

About the producerAbout the producer

Rémi and Laurence (his wife) Dufaitre began purchasing vines in
and around the Brouilly and Cote de Brouilly crus in 2006 and
began to work the land organically and harvest the grapes. Rémi
began by selling his grapes to the local co-op, all the while
monitoring the indigenous yeast population until he felt it was
healthy enough to make his own. In 2010 he made and bottled his
first vintage. When Jean Foillard tasted Rémi's wine, he
immediately sought him out, recognizing the obvious talent that
must be behind the wine. Jean has since taken Rémi under his
wing, introducing him to his vast and diverse list of Parisian
clients. Remi's wines currently have a very avid following in the
bustling Paris natural wine scene as a result.
Rémi is a member of the informal group that has evolved from
Kermit Lynch's "gang of four," the producers in Morgon who
studied with natural-wine-pioneer Jules Chauvet (winemaker and
biologist) and make natural wine (Foillard among them). This
group has grown to include younger winemakers like Rémi, who
are working in the same spirit. If you find yourself in Viellé-



Morgon on a Sunday morning or afternoon, take care because this
group is likely to envelop you and make you drink Beaujolais all
day until the wee hours of the morning!

Rémi makes wines in a classic carbonic style, using whole bunches,
which are carefully sorted to avoid broken grapes or rot. He adds
some carbon dioxide gas to protect the grapes at the beginning of
fermentation, and does not use any temperature control. He avoids
foot stomping the grapes unless he sees some volatility starting to
creep in. His goal is to have as little juice in the tank as possible. He
also performs routine analysis to see how the yeast is performing
and whether or not there is any volatility. Rémi makes all his wines
with the same method, thus we can really see and taste the
differences between the sites, with minor differences in the elevage
of each cuvée. He tastes each cuvée before bottling, and may decide
to add between zero and 2 mg of sulfur, depending on how stabile
he judges the wine to be. 
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